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This booklet is intended as a guide to pos-
sibilities of  experience, and you are advised to 
check the published timetables for the Coniston 
Launch 
and use the booklet along with an ordnance 
survey map of  the area. There are also other 
walks around Coniston, some of  which link 
up with those in this book, and with experience 
you might also explore these.

Look out for this sign to indicate things to 
do at home. These can be found at the back 
of  the book.

Take a notebook of  your own along, and make 
your own notes about things you experience.

do at home. These can be found at the back 

Always remember:

Watch and listen
much more is visible when moving quietly.

This is particularly important when crossing our roads
which are narrow, winding and often very busy with

both farm and tourist traffi c.

Leave nothing but your footprints
or perhaps a natural sculpture created from things you

have found on your way...
and look for tracks and footprints other than

those of  fellow humans
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“Sunshine is delicious, 
rain is refreshing,
wind braces us up, 

snow is exhilarating: 
there is really no such 
thing as bad weather, 
only different kinds of  

good weather.” 
           John Ruskin

“A little thought and a 
little kindness are often 

worth more than a 
great deal of  money.”

John Ruskin
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“Tread lightly, talk softly.....”
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“Walk while ye have the light. lest darkness come upon you.” John Ruskin

“Mountains are
the beginning and

the end of  all
natural 
scenery.” 

John Ruskin

D
raw

ing by M
ary Yates.
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“The foxglove tells us that our life is a 
whole, consisting of  youth and age, of  

fl owering moments and dying moments of  buds 
and seeds, of  uses and needs.

It is not one big blossom, but a whole part.
Its wealth resides in its wholeness and the

relationship of  all its parts to the whole. 
The dust gathers to make foxgloves, and you 

and me we too can shape the dust.
What shape will that be....”  

The Nature of  Life - John Ruskin 
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“Among a hundred men there is one who can think,
but only one among a thousand can see.” 

                                 John Ruskin

“Stare. It’s the way to educate your eyes. Stare, pry, listen.
Eavesdrop. Die knowing something. You are not here long.”

Walker Evans (American photographer)

“..... ghostly shapes
May meet at noontide; Fear and trembling Hope,

Silence and Foresight; Death the Skeleton
And Time the Shadow; there to celebrate

As in a natural temple...
United worship.”
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C
oniston Junior School
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“Remember that the most beautiful things in the world are the most
useless; peacocks and lilies for instance.”                            John Ruskin
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 “The sky is the part of  creation in which nature has done for the sake of  
pleasing man.”

John Ruskin

“It’s not what you look at that matters, it’s what you see.”
 Henry David Thoreau

“There are no such things 
as Flowers there are

only gladdened
Leaves”
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Arthur R
ansom

e stayed here in 1908
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“Nature is painting for us, 
day after day,

pictures of  infinite beauty 
if  only we have the eyes to 

see them.”
John Ruskin
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“No human being, how ever great, or powerful,
was ever so free as a fish.”

John Ruskin
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 “If  I have to go, old boy,
I hope I’m going ruddy

fast at the time.”

Donald Campbell 

“Life is an eternal challenge,
a variant on Maeterlinck’s theme 
that the Bluebird of  happiness is 
by the side of  each and every one 
of  us, always within reach, yet,
if  pursued to catch and possess,

is beyond our grasp…”
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§   At the head of  the lake is Monk Coniston, once the home of  
Mr. Marshall the man who pulled down the original Waterhead Hotel 
because he felt his view of  the lake was spoiled.

§   To your left is Pier Cottage.
Gothic in style, Pier Cottage 
was built by John Beever, a 
keen fisherman who lived 
at The Thwaite. In the 
1860’s it became the home 
of  Captain Felix Hammill, 
the Commodore of  the Furness 
Railway Company and at this time
it was also the berth for the steam yacht Gondola.

Capt Hamill

§   As the boat turns
to sail down the lake Tent Lodge is visible on 
the opposite (port) side.

It was here Tennyson spent his honeymoon
and got so carried away on his long solitary 

rambles during which he composed his poetry, 
that he frequently missed the gate on his way 
back! Eventually the gateposts were painted 
white in an attempt to draw his attention to

the fact he’d reached home!
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§   Next comes the Coniston Sailing Club, the club house of  which was 
the original copper ore warehouse for Coniston Hall, formerly the home of  
the wealthy (Le) Fleming  family before they made their home at Rydal 
Hall.  

The (Le) Flemings 
owned the mineral 
rights in this area
and it was here,

from the copper ore 
warehouse that the ore 
was loaded into barges 

for transportation 
down the lake.
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§   Notice too the solar panels on the boat.
In 2005 The Coniston Ferry Services who run Coniston Launch

were the first boat operators to convert their boats to
solar-electric power to reduce environmental
pollution. Energy is trickled down from the

advanced solar panels on the roof  to the batteries 
beneath the deck (the heavy batteries also reduce the need

for ballast) Carbon emissions are reduced and this
also makes the motors quieter. In bad weather a diesel 
motor provides back up. This gives a good opportunity

to relax in peace and listen to the sound of  the water…

§   It was near this spot that Donald Campbell died making his attempt 
on the World Water Speed record on January 4th 1967.

“Pitching a bit down here...Probably from my own wash...Straightening 
up now on track...Rather close to Peel Island...Tramping like mad...er... 
Full power...Tramping like hell here... I can’t see much... and the water’s 
very bad indeed...I can’t get over the top... I’m getting a lot of  bloody row 
in here... I can’t see anything... I’ve got the bows up... I’ve gone...oh....”
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§   Brantwood, the home of  John Ruskin lies ahead. Best known 
for his work as an art critic and champion of  J.M.W.Turner 
Ruskin was also a social critic, author, poet, composer and
artist whose views were extremely influential in the Victorian
and Edwardian eras.
Immediately shoreward from the jetty is a line of  rocks to the 
right, this is the delightful ‘harbour’ constructed by John Ruskin 
for his rowing boat the ‘Jumping Jenny’ built to his own design.
The boat can now be seen in the carriage house at Brantwood 
but was allegedly notoriously difficult to row. This did not deter 
Ruskin however, who frequently rowed across the lake either to 
Coniston  Hall or the Waterhead Hotel. In summer Brantwood 
jetty has comfrey growing in profusion. Its old English name was 
‘knit-bone’ or ‘boneset’ because of  its
ability to heal wounds.
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Note: see the geological displays in Ruskin Museum.
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The memorial was built by 
John Usher who made the

miniature village in the
Ruskin Museum.

“Let every dawn be to you as the beginning of  life,
and every setting sun be to you as its close.”

       
John Ruskin
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Come to your senses,
follow your nose…

Some things to do as you experience the 
worlds of  John Ruskin, Donald Campbell, 

Arthur Ransome , William Wordsworth
& many more…

If  possible record your work, stories,
photographs etc. & send them to

Brantwood or Ruskin Museum

*Look at the pupils of  people you are walking with and note the difference when the light 
changes.
*Do a lot of  inhaling & smell the places you are passing through.
*When you go through a kissing gate remember the saying “when gorse is out of  bloom, 
kissing’s out of  season…”
*Look for natural and man-made shapes on your walk.
*Look at cloud formations & fi nd faces & other forms in them.
*Take note of  the effects of  weather.
*Take notice of  the effects of  light and shadow on mountains and water.
*Look at the work of  Heath Robinson & Roland Emmett.
*Listen to & learn to identify different birdsongs.
*Hold a ‘Eurovision Birdsong Contest’.
*Research plant lore & medicinal & herbal remedies.
*Collect objects that fi t into different categories (rough, smooth, bumpy, soft, hard, thick, 
thin, hot, cold etc.) Draw or photograph them to incorporate into artwork later.
*Listen for the rhythms in wind song and water song.
*Listen to sounds near, far away, high above, across water etc. What do you notice about the 
quality of  the sound, what pitch carries most effectively etc.?
*Excluding vocal sounds experiment with body sounds & turn your body into an instrument 

(clapping, slapping, rubbing hands together etc.)

*Make up some watery jokes to make a beck chuckle.
*How many raindrops make a puddle?
*Are there holes in the sky to let in the rain? Are these the same holes starlight shines 
through?
* Are the stars winking at each other?
*What is the wind whispering about?
*Which way does honeysuckle twist round a tree? Does ivy grow in the same direction?
*Have a competition to see who can spot the greatest number of  yew trees.
*Tell the story of  the person who built the old wall in the wood & why (it’s said that in 
Borrowdale they built a wall to keep in the cuckoo.)
*Design an artistic (it doesn’t have to be practical) alder waterproof  shoe.
*Make up a story about a pebble you have chosen & its journey through the ages from a 
boulder to a stone, weathered by ice, rain and the elements over the millennia. Perhaps you 
might write in what it has been used for by animals & men & perhaps its future as it grows 
smaller still…
*Invent collective nouns for groups of  animals and people (a battering of  bullies, a squawk 
of  parrots etc.)
*How many people do you know who have bird or fl ower names?
*Look for patterns & faces in lichen covered stones & gate stoups.
*Read ‘Swallows & Amazons’ (or watch the movie.)
*Search for the oldest post boxes (GeorgeV or even Victoria.)
*Collect sheep wool from hedges and thistles etc. wash it, then & make a spindle to spin 
your own yarn.
*Research plant dyes & try dyeing your yarn.
*Plait grass & make a miniature bee skep.
*Can you make a rope from grass?
*Play ”I Spy with my Hawk-like Eye”.
*Make a list of  the most beautiful things in your world (they need not be visible things.)
*Find a selection of  small stones & try to build a wall with no mortar.
*Crush the leaves of  Sweet Cecily in your fi ngers (if  it smells of  aniseed it’s Sweet Cecily, 
if  not DONT lick your fi ngers.)
*Make daisy chains.
*Take crayon or soft pencil rubbings of  tree bark& interesting surfaces. Save & use later in 

collage work.
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*Make a small card frame (see illustration) 
Place this over part of  a fern 
frond and draw what you see on 
a piece of  A4 paper, filling the 
paper. Move the fame a little and 
draw again, enlarging what you 
draw to fill another piece of  A4. 
Stick the pieces together as you 
work and eventually you’ll have 
a HUGE and very detailed 
drawing (and see things you’ve 
never noticed before)
*Play”Noise Hide & Seek’ (the hiders make sounds for the seeker to find them by.)
*Play Kim’s Game with objects found on the journey (Two players, one to lay out the objects. 
the other to memorise them for 10 seconds. First player then removes 1 object whilst second 
player looks away. Second player has to remember  & say what has been removed.)
*Close your eyes. What do the sounds around you tell you about where you are? Also , with 
closed eyes can you distinguish where you are by smell?
*Make a Smiley Face list of  good & bad smells you find on the walk.
*Can you make an alphabet of  your walk? A for alder, B for Bluebird etc.?
* How far is a long way for an ant?
* Do birds have favourite trees?
* Can a bee (or fly) turn off  its buzz?
* How does a worm know where its going?

Did you know: 
Salmon have a sense of  smell & this is how they are able to swim back to where they were 
born.
Snakes smell with their tongue.
A human has 5 million smell cells in the nose. A dog has 200 million! So if  you have a dog 
with you note how much more it can smell (& also hear)Ants too have a highly developed 
sense of  smell which helps them know where to go, how to behave, what time of  day it is etc.
Your nose can distinguish up to 10,000 different smells –why are some of  them so hard to 
describe?

*Does water have a taste?
*Play water bird spotting. How many different types can you identify?
*Feel the touch of  the wind –is it different when coming off  the water?
*Look down & note the colour of  the sky, reflected in the water.
*Look across the lake at the shadows moving across the fells.
*Notice the different effects of  light & shadow on land & water .
*Collect ‘found objects’ & create a piece of  natural art (Andy Goldsworthy)
*Make a calligram (shape poem) for a swan, water, raindrop etc.
*Could you make a musical ‘soundscape’ for the story of  Donald Campbell’s Bluebird?
*Write a haiku on “Water” or Bluebird or one of  the water birds seen- a swan perhaps?
*At the end of  the journey discuss which sense is most important to you personally.

In Ruskin Museum
Meet the Ancestors -Find the collection of  stone axes. Can you find the one for a left-hander?
Look at the Ruskin lacework & design your own lacework pattern.
Look at the geological specimens collected by John Ruskin.
Play the stone xylophone.
Discover the story of  Donald Campbell & Bluebird.
Look out of  the window on to Yewdale Crags & see how the landscape has been shaped by 
weather.
Look at Ruskin’s Sketchbooks.

At Brantwood
Look at the huge drawings of  ferns.
Look at Ruskin’s collections of  things like shells .
Find the Ice House and see what life was like before the refrigerator.
Go into the garden and discover Ruskin the gardener.
Play a raindrop melody on the piano.
Find a fern that makes you invisible in the fern garden.
The globe of  star positions.
Ruskin’s boxes of  little collections.
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